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PHON,ÉTIQUE ET PHONOLOGIE

Domaine germanique.

Germanlc ' Verschärfung ' and No Laryngeals.

r. Problem and aim. z. ïnifu; Excursus on
eUy leEH etc. 3. Verschärfung and no laryn-
geal. 4. HA. S. Hi. 6. WÍ{, !H: threghr-'

7.,sneu(H)-. 8. Conclusion. Appendix : Dutch
røuu a¡d Lv. xrít- etc.

I
r. In 1836 Hor-rzuer¡¡l observed that PIE E and i after short vowel

and before vowel was sometimes represented by reflexes o'f. rpp and'ä.
He called this phenomenon Verschärfung; sometimes it is referred to
as HoLrzMAÑN's Law (though the problem is that there is no law).
In North Germanic we find UU > gga, ä > ggi, in Gothic UW > ggw,

but fi ¡ dd'j. The West Germanic representations may be repeated here

(after LlNonMAñ, Origin¿s rr).
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laryngeals were the decisive factor is believed to be the best. I think
it can be shown that this theory too is inadequate.

Laryngeals have been drawn into the problem by H.L. Surrx, Zg.
t7 $g4r) 93-8. It was worked out notably by Por.ouÉ and LnnueNr,
who gave it its' ûnal form'in PIEP 36-46 (andcf.. 47-52; his treatment
in Evídence ztz-6 is essentially the same but less detailed). Discussion
of the material may be found in LtNoeuÀN, Origines.

LBnueNrv cites thirty cases of Verschärfung distributed as follows:

PGm. ewu 8, øuw 9, wwa r; uu total r8 ;

iyy 2, a.yy Ío I yy total tz.

(Other forms are given which are etymologically wholly obscure.) His
conclusions from this material are as follows:

A VpH
Br iiH

za ø, or;iH
b ø, o,uHi

) Vww

> iyy

> øyy
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I really don't see why the book has been written. It is clear that every-
thing can be explained in this way, but that at the same time nothing
has been expl¿i¡s¿. In any case it can be neither proved nor refuted,
so that I shall neglect it. Also, at the end (p. r8z), the assimilation is
attributed to expressivity. But then I fail to see why laryngeals are
involved. A y,l[ can be doubled through expressivity; then a laryngeal
is not necessary. A group laryngeal ¡ p¡¡ might give pølü; then ex-
pressivity is not necessary. The recourse to expressivity here, if ever,
is an wl,timø ratio becatse the laryngeals did not work.

When one considers the discussion of the forms given in PIEP and
Origines one cannot help being very disappointed. Evidence for laryngeal
is mostly very unreliable. Often the Lithuanian accent is the only
proof, but this is a very uncertain basis (specially in full grade forms as

rá.uti, ziá.unos ; cf. ZGrJsrA, Arch. Or. 23, 1935, r99). This, of course,
does not plead against the theory. Firstly, many words have no very
safe etymology, and secondly very special forms are required to estab-
lish a laryngeal. Moreover, there is the principal dificulty that a root
may occur with and without 11 as an enlargement. However, this should
not be assumed arbitrarily, i.e. without conclusive evidence, certainly
not when we try to establish a new theory. One example may be given,
which, I think, is characteristic of the difficulties we regularly encounter.

OIc. rgggr 'long coarse wool', OE rëow ' wild', OIIG rouaz' crude '.
Ln¡rueNN adduces Lit}.. rá.uti as evidence for larSrngeal beside the vocal-
ism of OIc. ryja, OS rúwi. These forms have also been connected with
Skt. rómøn lóntan 'hair', rutâ.- ' smashed ', where there is evidently
no larlmgeal. Lat. ruo obrùtus shows no laryngeal either, btt rútø in
the apparently old asyndetonrtttø ca.esa.'alles was auf einem Grundstück
ausgegraben und gefällt ist' can be best explained with a laryngeal.
However, DB Vn¡rs, following Fn¡Ncx-VeN Wr¡x, compares with
ragg(r) 'eingewebte Wollflocke' (note the meaning), OS røginnø
' strüppiçs llaar', OE røgu'moss ', Dutch røg, Fns reøclt,, rëch' cob-
web', àpáyvt¡, Lat. ørdneus. DB Vnrrs thinks one cannot sepatate rggg
from Dutch røg. I think one might separate rpgg, OS røginnø from the
other words on the basis of their meaning, but one does not feel sure.
If, then, zpgg belongs \Mith Skt. rutá-, there is no laryngeal, but there
might be an enlarged root *rewU- ; if it belongs with røg etc., the word is
not relevant here (it is probably not IE).

Though it may be very difficult to þroae the theory, it should be less

dificult to d,isþroae it. When there are a few sure cases that contradict
it, the theory must be given up, or at least be modified. This can be done

in two ways : r. by demonstrating that Verschärfung occurred in cases

where there was no laryngeal ($ S) ; z. by showing that E ll f I/ did not
give Verschärfung. The last point must be divided in two cases: roots
vnth -Hy-, -Ila (S 4, 5) and such with -UH-, -iH- ($ 6, Z).

It is supposed that VHp g¡vesVh or Vg. This supposed development does

not belong to the Verschärfung, but it has been drawn into the problem.
One of the difficulties is that there are variants of the theory. AusrrN

(Lg. 54, tg18, 2rr) operates with the accent (following Surrn) :

Hw! > PGm. aw
lHw ) glk

PorouÉ in a privately circulated paper (Remarks on the Problem of
the Germanic ' Verschärfung'), while rejecting a development to g lk,
tends to give no restrictions whatever : both Hp li and p llU $ve Yer-
schärfung.

A few words on Lruo¡uex's theory. He holds that groups of A li +
laryngeal could'give yp lä through assimilation. Ilowever, he also as-

sumes that this t1rp li{, < n'étant considérées que comme des ' variantes '
phoniques plus ou moins accidentelles, ont pu être supprimées, ...,
au bénéfice des structures 'normales' (êao, ewo) > lftom eHyo, etpUo

resp.l (p. 4). It is evident that this makes the theory wholly arbitrary.

scx:,, PBB(T) 9o (1968) 118-26). E. G. Por-on¡É, Hantlel,i,ngen iler Zuid,nedeùand'se

Maøtschøpþij aoor Taøl- en Letterhunile en Gesohieileni's 4 (r95o) 6r-75; RBPH 3r
(1953) 538-42 ; Mé|. Mossé (rg5$ 387-4oz; Remarks on the Problem of the Germa-
nic 'Verschärfung ' (priv. circul.). Dp Vnrps : D, Vn., Altøoril. etym. Wb, A com-
plete bibliography gives LrNoeIvrex, Ori,gines. (A non laryngealistic explanation
gives Kunvzowrcz, Lg, ß (1967) 445-5x, Idg. Gr, z,3zg-39; rev. Ltnorru¿N, JVTS

4 (¡s6s) z5-36).
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e. At first I would like to remark that, when a cluster of I or I plus
laryngeal caused the Verschärfung, one would expect the same phenom-
enon after long vowels as well as after short ones. Nevertheless
there are some cases ol. pH after long vowel where we do not tnd
Verschärfung.

Goth. bøwøn is generally considered to represent PGm. *bõwan and
to contain the root *bkewhr-'to be'. (Comparison with Skt. bhdaayøti
is of course wrong, as this must be recent lor *bhøaøyøii <*bhorph¡ei-e-tí,
with short o.) This means that *bhowh¡ does not give Verschärfung.
(The same root is supposed to present it in OIc. pret. biuggø.)

Goth. trøuøn I *trõwan against Goth. trigguø-, supposed to represent
*d,repHo-.

OE brãa, OHG brd.uø together with OE brù', Skt. bkrli-, Gr. òþpûs

point to a paradigm *k"blwëwH-s, gen. *k"bkrwU-ós, as was pointed
out by KuIpeR, Notes on Vedic Noun-ínfl'exion, p.9. This means that
*h"bhrëwÜ- did not cause Verschärfung. (See the excursus below.)

Cases with inU.h cannot be established with certainty as the long
vowel could also be ascribed to laryngeal after short vowel.

Ercwrsus: eHp lepH etc.
LrHM¡ì{N assumes a form *blveUy'- for OHG brã.ua etc., with which I

must deal at some length. I think it is impossible to explain bhrû'- fuom
it. It is true that sometimes metathesis must have occurred of u (or i)
and I/ (as in Skt. ilh'ítá- from the root *d,kehr(i-) ' to suck '), but this
occurred. as far as I see only after stops. Por,ouÉ (Mé1. Mossé 394f.),
who assumes *þreHi- as the root of Skt. þrí'- shows in what diftculties
we come by this assumption (this assumption is partly due to the con-
nection with Gr. r.pø;rJs, but this is not a necessary connection at all ;

it should be given up). I do not mean his explanation o1. þñ- from*þ¡Hi-,
which could only have $ven *þuri- in Sanskrit. More essential is that
Skl. þriyá- brings him to supposing that f/ fellin*þrHio- and. assuming
a SrevBns' lorrn *þriio- beside tltjs *þrio-. All this is most improbable,
and unnecessary as xpriil-o- gives Skt. þriyá- directly.

I also want tõ oppose Zcvsrl, Arch. Or. T Fg55) 2oo, who thinks Ø

alone is not enough to establish laryngeal (a full grade is also needed).

This depends on whether one assumes long ã and û' not from iH, wH
in PIE. I think there is not enough evidence Íot î,, ú' not representingiH,
wH. It is true that there are some difficult cases of w lû.blt I think it is
not wise to assume separate phonemes without trying to account for
them otherwise.

I agree with Zcust¿ that in some cases expressive lengthening must be
considered, as in rvúø (c1. znú<o).

Again I object to Zcusr¿ when he argues (about rvÚøl'. " rcvóFos

has short o, which indicates rather the absence of laryngeal ". This
means that Zcusre expects *hnÜu- ior rcvi-. This is unacceptable.

GERM.{NIC 
. VBNSCHÄNTUNG' AND NO LARYNGEALS 33I

\Me expect *hnuH-, and this is not excluded by *rcvofos (< *hnory,Ho-;

though not proven either).

3. Verschärfung and no laryngeal.
As stated above it is very difficult to prove that a root had no laryngeal,

or better, could not have had a laryngeal, since the possibility of a la-
ryngeal as enlargement can hardly ever be denied. Nevertheless consider

the next case.

For OE sëøw, OHG sou,

damp' LBnu¡NN compares
8en'
!.
u-€,1

sou'tses ' sâp ', Ic. söggr 'something
it is raining' (with long ü) and OIc.

srtrgø' suck '. However, it may well be doubted that the group meaning
'rain ' must be connected with the words for ' t"p '. OIc. s/ga seems

to ask a laryngeaJ, but we also find. evidence f.or *sitg- lsitå- : OE sociøn
( PGm. *suh,õø. We also have *sùt'þ- beside *sû,þ-: Goth. suþon, OHG
sofõn, OCS søsp if from *sr71-s- against OIc. stl'þa, Skt. slt'þø-. One might
in this case consider expressive lengthening (cf. Zcusre, cited above),

cf. the expressive doubling in OIc. O}JG sofø etc. ( *sùþþ-. These

words have also been connected with OIc. súrr, søun etc' This shows

long ú, and has in its turn been connected with Hitt. sehur 'urine',
which would show a laryngeal. But these connections cannot be regarded

as sure. It is most evident to compare sea'w etc''sap Ì with OIr. sutk

'r.p' < *sutus, Skt. sóma.-' juice (of a plant) ', sóta/-, sutri-, wtlich
all have no laryngeal. The strongest evidence, then, points to no laryngeal,
but it cannot be denied that beside *seu- a fotm *seuÛ- was possible.

I must admit that I am not able to demonstrate with any certainty
that one of the roots concerned dtd. not have a laryngeal.

4. Hk.

Forms witt, Hp are by Luru¡N¡¡ supposed to give g or h, by others to
result in Verschärfung. For f{ LnnueuN too assumes Verschärfung
as the regular development. It has been pointed out that there are cases

contradicting these rules. I discuss some forms with 2 first.
Goth. støwø ' judgement' (originally 'place of execution'), OE

slo-ø 'place' point to PGm. *stõuã' < PIE *stohr11i-'

Goth. søuil, ' sun ' continues PGm. *sõailø- < PIE *sehryel-. LB¡¡ue¡lt
(PIEP 48) mentions this but does not account for it.

Gotla. Eius 'alive' beside Skt. jîuá- etc. must represent *piUYo-.

LBnu¡nN's comment (PIEP 5o) that " in Goth' qius the laryngeal
was lost " explains nothing.

For possible *bhl'ehty,o- see p. 333, n. r.
This is cogent evidence that the grotp Hr7 after short vowel did not

in itself result in Verschärfung or g lk. AusrrN thinks (Lg. 34, 1958, 2o3-

rr) that g/å developped only a{ter the accent, but while he presents

thirty instances, he nowhere even discusses the place of the PIE accent,
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\Me expect *hnuH-, and this is not excluded by *rcvofos (< *hnory,Ho-;

though not proven either).
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the next case.

For OE sëøw, OHG sou,

damp' LBnu¡NN compares
8en'
!.
u-€,1

sou'tses ' sâp ', Ic. söggr 'something
it is raining' (with long ü) and OIc.

srtrgø' suck '. However, it may well be doubted that the group meaning
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rr) that g/å developped only a{ter the accent, but while he presents

thirty instances, he nowhere even discusses the place of the PIE accent,
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let alone that he would have demonstrated anything. For example
'kgqiíU.o-, the basis of OE cølc (AusrtN posits *gøeHy-ø- !!) will have
been *ga'ilt¡¡o-, as shown by Skt. jî'uá- and the zero grade of the root.
One could then assume *gkíH\to- beside "gwiH%,ó-, but this cannot be
demonst¡ated and is arbitrary. For Gothic qius he assumes that Gothic
alone did not know the development to g iÈ. Given the parallellism of
Gothic in the other developments this is improbable (r).

PorouÉ (Mé1. Mossé 389f.) thinks there are much more cases that have
Hw, not uH as thought LenMeNN. Mostly he is wrong in this. Skt.
dhiiaati does not prove *dheUy,-, and dh¿íaøte, Gr. ,9éo 

'9o,ís 
disprove

lt (z).If OE høwiøn belongs with sceøwiøø this does not prove * (s)heUp-,
for this is impossible for Skt. haaí.-. OE snõwøn does not demonstrate
*sneHu-, as Goth. sniwøn forbids it. I cannot help saying that most
discussions of the Verschärfung are full of such inaccuracies.

Lrr.ropMeN has no difficulty : < De tels cas ne nous intéressent ... pas
ici...,, (p. rn,43).

The problem is generally recognized by those who defend the laryngeal
explanation, but they cannot account for it.

As regards g lk lrom y, PorowÉ. has for almost all cases adduced evidence
for a guttural (Hand.7t n. B; RBPH 3r Mé|. Mossé 395 on skeggiø).
He also pointed to OIc. nór (< *noaø) as against nçkkui. I think the
connection of laryngeals with this problem can safely be forgotten.

As regards LrnlreNx's view that all Hw became g f k, note that OHG
jugwnd etc. does not represent *leHy,- but *(hr)ie11I1-, because of Skt.
ytluã yutoás; there is no reason to put the laryngeal in ' the wrong place '
except LB¡rlreNN's theory itself . (Goth. jund,ø cannot be explained by
him either. What are we to think about an ' explanation ' *y uuntø ?

Of course, *iuH-r"r- gives no difñculties. PorouÉ points to øjwk-d,û.þs for
jwgund.)

s. Hi.

As for 111 I would like to stress that the reconstruction xoHi-es- Lor
OIc. egg, OS (gen. pl.) eiiero ' egg' is arbitrary. The PItr words {or egg
are notoriously obscure, and ¿'oHi- accounts only for some of the words,
not for e.g. Lat. ouum, Gr. ,þov (ín'FoHi-V- the I would have disappeared

(r) In general his suggestions are beneath criticism. To take his first instance:
OE .ferci,an ' conduct ' : Gr. repd.ø; there is no comment on the {act that rve would
have here the phenomenon after a consonant. How are we to explain OE fær' jour-
ney (Lry different accent ? then this should be made probable) ? AusrrN also has
no answer to L¡r¡u¡NN's objection that we expect grammatical change *bli,h
+ blah bluggum bluggwans.

(z) To assume *dlthreu- beside *dheltrrp-, as does LrNnnnen, Orógines r43, is not
convincing. I think we have here a trace of Miss N¡nrBN's proterodynamic in-
flexion ; see Prøtidd,nøm (Festschrift Kuiper) 9-r9.
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as in zôu 1*þohr{w, SW. þayú-). One rnight as well assume 'N(H)õi-
(as does Zcusra). This form, then, can never be used as an argument.

Goth. saian, OS saiøn from PGm. *sejøn 1 PIE *sehr-i- does not have
Verschärfung.

Goth. uaian ( PGm. *wejøtø < PIE *hryehr-i-.

The conclusion of the preceding paragraph is confirmed.

6, e1H,lH.
The most important part form the groups -AH-, -iH-. I collected the

roots PoKoRNv lists as presenting such groups. From the few that had
Germanic cogrrates I found only one which is relevant here. The root
was already in discussion, but its importance has not been understood.

LnuuaNN, PIEP 42, connects OIc. hrygguø ' make sorrowful' etc.
with rp1os, Skt. hrøuís-. DB VnIBs s.v. hryggr rightly calls this connection
on semantic grounds " wenig wahrscheinlich ". However, that OIc.
hrár OJJG (h)ro etc.'raw' belong to this root can hardly be doubted
and it has never been done as far as I know. Cf. Skt. hlúrá- (*krwhr-ró-)
'wounded, raw, bloody, cruel, hard, solid', Av. xrú,rø- 'id.. '. The
Germanic forms are sometimes derived from PGm. +hrawø-, sometimes
lrom *hrëuø-. The handbooks which give one of the two forms are mis-
leading, because the two forms exist side by side (FnexcK-VAN WIJK
states this correctly). Moreover the forms cited are often wfong or
arbitrarily interpreted. We must, then, into details, if only for the
fact that in *hrezøø- after long vowel Verschärfung cannot be expected.
I cite some instances of PGm. -ew- and -øw- in the dialects here relevant.

PGm. -ea-

MDu. Dutch OHG MHG ModHG OE ModE OIc

bla
bla(e)u bløuu
-bra.( e ) -

uwe -brawø

PGm. -øu-

blao

bvã,ua

bIa

brø(we)

blatt

bt,øorc

froLo
stroh (4)

bleu
blã.ø

bvãw

slrèau strau

bldr lt)

brd

frdr (z)

strd
Ltr o

strô Q)

-frao
fro
strõ

uro(o)Jijh
stro(o)

ù/o

þ) If *bhleEo- continues *bhlehrr¡o- it should be added to $ 4.
(z) This form was plausibly connected with Skt. þrtíuøte 'springs up '. I see no

reason to deny the existence of an original root *þreu-'to spring ' as does M¡vnno-
FEr., Etylix. Wb. s.v., who thinks they are r-lorms of þltÍuate'to float, swim' (rl1ø
etc.) ; there is a ciear semantic difierence.

þ) Stro (*strã,o (De VnIos, Ned.. etym. zøb.) must be wrong (for *strao).

(4) Kruca-Mrrzxa posit *strdwa-, which must be wrong.
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ney (Lry different accent ? then this should be made probable) ? AusrrN also has
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(as does Zcusra). This form, then, can never be used as an argument.

Goth. saian, OS saiøn from PGm. *sejøn 1 PIE *sehr-i- does not have
Verschärfung.

Goth. uaian ( PGm. *wejøtø < PIE *hryehr-i-.
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roots PoKoRNv lists as presenting such groups. From the few that had
Germanic cogrrates I found only one which is relevant here. The root
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with rp1os, Skt. hrøuís-. DB VnIBs s.v. hryggr rightly calls this connection
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states this correctly). Moreover the forms cited are often wfong or
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fact that in *hrezøø- after long vowel Verschärfung cannot be expected.
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þ) If *bhleEo- continues *bhlehrr¡o- it should be added to $ 4.
(z) This form was plausibly connected with Skt. þrtíuøte 'springs up '. I see no

reason to deny the existence of an original root *þreu-'to spring ' as does M¡vnno-
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The following are the forms of 'raw' :

MDu. Dutch OHG MHG ModHG OE ModE OIc

rø(e)u rattut hrdr(?)

hrao, rõ roh røw
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could not. And the connection with Goth. sniuøn' to hasten ' (' schnel-
len') can hardly be objected to. This gives the problem that one form
has no Verschärfung while another from the same root does have it.
We can leave out of discussion the exact PIE form (r). If the root had
no larSmgeal, a lar5mgeal cannot have caused the Verschärfung. If the
root did have a larlmgeal, we would have expected in Gothic ssniggwøn

þf. bhggaan) when laryngeal after -p- caused Verschärfung.
Incidentally it might be remarked that OIc. snøggr lsnpggr 1 *smøuau-

points to an ø-stem, so that one might explain the Verschärfung here from
a PIE form*snou-u-. Such a form supposes a hysterodynamic inflexion,
type *snóp-êw-s, gen. *snou-p-ós (secondary lot *snu-Et-ós). Germanic
generalized the proterodynamic type (e.g. *hrérp-i-s, gen. *k¡p-eí-s),

but there are traces of the other one in Gothic forms showing øu where u
is normal and aice versø (KntnE-SEEBoLD, Hist. Løut- w. Forrnenlehre
d. Got., 19672,86).

8. Conclusion.

We found ($ 4 and 5) that there is evidence that Hç, and Hi did not
cause Verschärfung, or at least that these grorlps in themselves were not
sufficient. Additional rules have not been found. The suggestion that
the accent was the decisive factor has not been proven.

For pH we found (g 6) that *kroykro- did not give Verschärfung, and
($ 7) that Goth. sniwa.n against OIc .snøggr, sngggr also contradicted the
theory that this sound group caused the Verschärfung.

OIc. snpggr might be explained by *snou-rp. It may be remembered
that Cowcrr.t (Lg. 36, 196o, 497f.) suggested *eiir¡.t > *eär"tt t* i[fun
to explain id.d.j- in Goth idd.jø. (I am glad to see that Cowcnr too consi-
ders the laryngeal explanation of the Verschärfung as - at least -unproven.)

The theory, then, is unproven. Not one striking argument has been
adduced by its defenders. Fo¡ example one would be convinced if an
explanation was given for Goth. sniaa.n as against OIc. søpggz which
at the same time accounts for the paradigm OIc. búa bió bioggum bú,inn
and kgggvø hió. As it is, such problems remain as difûcult as before.
Now there are clear cases which refute the theory. This can only mean
that we were on the wrong way (z).

(r) Poronxv, IEW 977, connects it with Skt. snáuan- etc., which is possible
but not unobjectionable. If this root had *snêrp-(*sneh¡g-, it cannot be the basis
of Goth. søiwøn, (A root *sneHu- was also posited by Por-onIÉ (Mé1,. Mossé 39o) on
the basis of OE snõøan. But, as shown above ($ z), this does not prove *sneHu-, as

it might simply be *snõu- | so Bnunnnn, Altengl. Gr.3 $ 384 n. 4, LrNonulN, NTS
23, 32 î. z 

-wl.ere 
I do not understand LrN¡nn¡eN's interpretation o1. OE sneowøn.)

(z) There must be something wrong when OE hrêaw is said not to show Verschär-
fung, while OE sêøw dëaa ðêøw would.

- (r)
htãaurõ

It is clea¡ that MDu. rð, German and English point to *ltrøwa-, Dutch
røuw to *hrêwa-, OIc. krá'r may represent both, but *hrëwø- is more

probable because of Finnish rieaa. (The situation in old Saxon is not clear

io *". Only hrã. seems really to occur.)
The root has a lar¡rngeal as appears from rpéos, Skt. krøaíç- and Skt.

hrü.rtí-, Av. xrú,rø- < *kruh¡ró'. Only the forms Skt. krøayám' OPr'

hrawiøn (etc.), Lith. krøñ'jøs (Lithuanian has no neuter gender ; neuters

generally became masculines; STANG, Vgl'. Gr. r79) seem to have no

evidence for a laryngeal. In Lithuanian we would expect *hráuiøs,

but when the accent originally was on the thematic vowel (as in Skt.
hraaytím), the accent may have been withdrawn and reshaped into a
rising pitch (Srexc, Vgl,. Gr. t53, t7t). This accent, then, as often,
is not reliable. In Sanskrit we would have expected *kraaiyøm, b:ut

hrøayá.m may be the regular development of this form. Also it is possible

that the laryngeal in *krepkjóm lryas consonantal and was not vocalized

in Sanskrit (cf. my Deuel,oþment of the PIE Løryngeøls in Greeh, p. ro $,
zgJ). These forms, then, do not sufñce to demonstrate a root without
laryngeal. (It should. be remarked that here we would have to assume a

variant witkout laryngeal as elsewhere one with one to save the theory.)
ln *hrëqrh¡o- (on the vocalism see the appendix) > PGm. *hrêwa'- the

preceding vowel is long and Verschärfung is not expected (but see $ z),

but PGm. *lwøaa- must represent *kroph¡o-' This contradicts the

theory. Lrnu¡NN PIEP 42, states : " Although the related adjectives

OE h'rëaw ... seem to have single -ø-, the verbal Lorms lhryggua etc.)

give us evidenee Jor the development of -ezuw' and -aww-. " It is easy

to say this, but it cannot be accounted for. This is to my mind a hard

fact, that cannot reasonably be doubted.

7. puite as proving, and much simpler, is the following case. LsuilreNlr

PIEP 43, cites OIc. snøggr, sn7ggr' clipped, bare '. Its etymology is to
my mind wholly obscurþ (it has been connected with Lat. noaã.cwl,ø)-

But Lrnuexx does not cite a homon5rm meaning 'quick' ('schnell')'
Dn Vnrrs wants to connect the two adjectives " \ryeil man kaum an zwei

homon5rme denken kann ". I think we must and I don't see why we

(r) OE hrãu ' Leichman' does not belong here ((PGrn. ¡hraíøa'\.

luô
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explanation was given for Goth. sniaa.n as against OIc. søpggz which
at the same time accounts for the paradigm OIc. búa bió bioggum bú,inn
and kgggvø hió. As it is, such problems remain as difûcult as before.
Now there are clear cases which refute the theory. This can only mean
that we were on the wrong way (z).

(r) Poronxv, IEW 977, connects it with Skt. snáuan- etc., which is possible
but not unobjectionable. If this root had *snêrp-(*sneh¡g-, it cannot be the basis
of Goth. søiwøn, (A root *sneHu- was also posited by Por-onIÉ (Mé1,. Mossé 39o) on
the basis of OE snõøan. But, as shown above ($ z), this does not prove *sneHu-, as

it might simply be *snõu- | so Bnunnnn, Altengl. Gr.3 $ 384 n. 4, LrNonulN, NTS
23, 32 î. z 

-wl.ere 
I do not understand LrN¡nn¡eN's interpretation o1. OE sneowøn.)

(z) There must be something wrong when OE hrêaw is said not to show Verschär-
fung, while OE sêøw dëaa ðêøw would.

- (r)
htãaurõ

It is clea¡ that MDu. rð, German and English point to *ltrøwa-, Dutch
røuw to *hrêwa-, OIc. krá'r may represent both, but *hrëwø- is more

probable because of Finnish rieaa. (The situation in old Saxon is not clear

io *". Only hrã. seems really to occur.)
The root has a lar¡rngeal as appears from rpéos, Skt. krøaíç- and Skt.

hrü.rtí-, Av. xrú,rø- < *kruh¡ró'. Only the forms Skt. krøayám' OPr'

hrawiøn (etc.), Lith. krøñ'jøs (Lithuanian has no neuter gender ; neuters

generally became masculines; STANG, Vgl'. Gr. r79) seem to have no

evidence for a laryngeal. In Lithuanian we would expect *hráuiøs,

but when the accent originally was on the thematic vowel (as in Skt.
hraaytím), the accent may have been withdrawn and reshaped into a
rising pitch (Srexc, Vgl,. Gr. t53, t7t). This accent, then, as often,
is not reliable. In Sanskrit we would have expected *kraaiyøm, b:ut

hrøayá.m may be the regular development of this form. Also it is possible

that the laryngeal in *krepkjóm lryas consonantal and was not vocalized

in Sanskrit (cf. my Deuel,oþment of the PIE Løryngeøls in Greeh, p. ro $,
zgJ). These forms, then, do not sufñce to demonstrate a root without
laryngeal. (It should. be remarked that here we would have to assume a

variant witkout laryngeal as elsewhere one with one to save the theory.)
ln *hrëqrh¡o- (on the vocalism see the appendix) > PGm. *hrêwa'- the

preceding vowel is long and Verschärfung is not expected (but see $ z),

but PGm. *lwøaa- must represent *kroph¡o-' This contradicts the

theory. Lrnu¡NN PIEP 42, states : " Although the related adjectives

OE h'rëaw ... seem to have single -ø-, the verbal Lorms lhryggua etc.)

give us evidenee Jor the development of -ezuw' and -aww-. " It is easy

to say this, but it cannot be accounted for. This is to my mind a hard

fact, that cannot reasonably be doubted.

7. puite as proving, and much simpler, is the following case. LsuilreNlr

PIEP 43, cites OIc. snøggr, sn7ggr' clipped, bare '. Its etymology is to
my mind wholly obscurþ (it has been connected with Lat. noaã.cwl,ø)-

But Lrnuexx does not cite a homon5rm meaning 'quick' ('schnell')'
Dn Vnrrs wants to connect the two adjectives " \ryeil man kaum an zwei

homon5rme denken kann ". I think we must and I don't see why we

(r) OE hrãu ' Leichman' does not belong here ((PGrn. ¡hraíøa'\.

luô
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Aþþend,ix. Dutch røuw and Av. xrù'- etc.
I would like to ask attention for the f.orm *krëuk - (S 6 above) for

its own sake. Long ¿- is not known from the other languages and one

might ask what was its original place. Lengthened vocalism is typical
of the nominative of root nouns, and it has long ago been observed that
Av. rrú-, OPolish kry, MIr. crít, point to a root noun. This must then
have had the form *krëuhr-s, gen, *krwkr-ós. This form is exactly parallel

with that for 'brow' as reconstructed by Kurpnn (see $ z) :

*hrbhrëuÛ-s PGm. *brëu- *krêwår-s PGm. *hrat)-
*h"bhruU-ós Skt. bkrw- xkrwkr-ós OCS krøa'
*k"bhruH-sú, Skt. bhrû'- (ô$pîs) *hrwhr-srl' Av. xrù,-

Zur Phonotaktlk des Pennsylvaniadeutschen.

Avestan has (only) the accusative xrù,m, which might have general-

ized anteconsonantal xrù,- I *kruhr- (if it is not to be read lxruaam | <
*kruhr-ry,). OCS hrøw is based on PSl. *kruvirn 1*kruk¡Tn (though the

accusative will originally have had full grade).

r. Vorbemerkungen.

Die Phonotaktik ist ein Teil der Phonologie einer Sprache (r), die
alle lautlich relevanten Erscheinungen einer Sprache zu untersuchen
und zu beschreiben hat. Eine Sprache ist nämlich auf der phonologischen
Ebene nicht nur durch ihren Lautbestand, charakterisiert, sondern auch
durch die Regelhaftigkeit, nach der die Elemente dieses Lautbestandes
miteinander verknüpft werden können. Zwei Sprachen mögen vöIlig
identische Phoneminventare haben, aber dennoch verschiedenen Ge-
brauch von den Phonemen machen, d.h. nur eine bestimmte endliche
ZahI der denkbar möglichen Phonemkombinationen zulassen.

Im Deutschen sind beispielsweise /l / und /m / eigenständige Phoneme,
aber sie lassen sich nicht beliebig kombinieren. Die Kombination /lm/
ist intraformativ möglich (2.8. in ' Alm '), die Umkehrung ( /ml /) dagegen
nicht. Die Kombinationen /rt i und /lk / beispielsweise sind nur formativ-
ûnal (2.8. in'Fahrt' und 'Ulk') möglich. Ihre Umkehrungen kommen
nur formativinitial (2.8. in ' trug' und ' klein') vor.

Die Feststellung derartiger Regelmäßigkeiten sind für das Penn-
sylvaniadeutsche insofern bedeutsam, da so nachgeprüft werden kann,
wie widerstandsfähig die Phonotaktik des Pennsylvaniadeutschen
gegenüber Entlehnungen aus dem Englischen ist, d.h. inwieweit die
für die deutschstämmigen pennsylvaniadeutschen Formative gefundenen
phonotaktischen Regeln auch für Lehnwörter gelten. Nur eine pho-
notaktische Analyse kann erklären, \ryarum das englische to smoke als

/Jmo:ga / im Pennsylvaniadeutschen wiederkehrt, speziell warum die
englischen Laute /s / und /k / im Pennsylvaniadeutschen m l[ | und /g/
'verändert'rtrerden, obwohl doch die Laute /s/ und /k/ auch im
Pennsylvaniadeutschen anzutrefien sind.

Die in diesem Aufsatz angeführten Beispiele entstammen einer Mate-
rialsammlung (z), die der Verfasser von 1964 bis 1969 in Pennsylvanien

R.S.P. BBnxns.

t'

(r) Mit Sertn (,, Dialect ", Selected, Writi,ngs of Eilwaril, Søpir, University of
California Press, 1949, S. 83) wird hier kein Unterschied gemacht zwischen ,, Spra-
che " und ,, Dialekt " bei der Anwendung linguistischer Prinzipien.

(z) Über die Anlage der Materialsammlung siehe Ker.z, H., ,, The Preservation
of our Dialect ", Der Reggeboge (Qaattetly of the Pennsylvania German Society)
1969, v.3, S. 9-zo.
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